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December 13, 2015 
The Third Sunday of Advent 

 

Because of my particular history in both ministry and music, I think I’ve had the opportunity to work and move 
among more church musicians than almost anyone else I know.  That’s not because I’m an elite musician or the 
most excellent liturgical presider—I am not either, I think.  It’s just that I have floated around so much, among so 
many parishes and schools and among so many organists, and pianists, and vocalists, and choirs over a long period 
of time that I’ve just bumped into a lot of people and groups who do music in church.  And I’ve learned along the 
way that there is an enormous difference between excellent music ministers, on one hand, and excellent musical 
performers who happen to be employed by churches on the other hand.  And I’ve learned that there are relatively 
unskilled musicians who minister in an exemplary way, and there are top notch technicians and formally certified 
and credentialed artists who are absolutely terrible at using all that technique to create a Christian community.  
The goal and hope, of course, is to encounter the best of both at the same time, but there’s no question which one 
is the more important, when a choice has to be made.  As I think about it, there are basically four quadrants on a 
grid that can account for just about all the liturgical musicians I’ve met.  They are: 

 

First, good musician, good minister                                      
Second, good musician, bad minister                          I could recall for you multiple personal stories 
Third, bad musician, good minister                              of each of these.  A few examples can illustrate. 
Fourth, bad musician, bad minister 

 

Let’s start with the last one—bad musician, bad minister.  25 years ago I worked at a parish where we had a bad 
cantor.  Not just mediocre, but really bad.  And she knew it.  In fact, she used to laugh publicly at her own 
mistakes and wrong notes and missed cues while at the microphone.  Eventually, she proved so bad that I—as 
the person responsible for oversight of the ministry, had to ask her to discontinue in that role.  She was enraged 
and refused to quit.   

Or there was the organist at church when I was a teenager who was hired in for one of the weekend Masses 
every Sunday.  The rest of his week was spent teaching introductory orchestra lessons to children.  He figured 
that Sunday Mass would be a great opportunity to give his young violinists and clarinetists a chance to perform 
for a captive audience, even though neither he nor they belonged to the parish.  They were awful.  Bad 
musician, bad minister.   

Then there’s the other kind—Bad musician, good minister.  30 years ago I spent a summer internship at a tiny 
parish in rural Colorado that had almost no resources for music.  The little old lady who played the organ was a 
volunteer who had done that work for decades.  She was legally blind and really struggled to read music.  By all 
accounts she was a fairly lousy keyboard artist, but she was beloved by the community that knew that without 
her there would be no music at all.  She belonged to them and they loved her.  Then there’s the third kind, good 
musician, bad minister.  I cannot count the number of these I’ve met.  Usually there are ego problems involved 
here, and an inability to understand the difference between being an excellent artist and an excellent disciple 
for others.  They often come with an air of entitlement and condescension for the masses of untrained singers.   
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At the first parish where I served as a priest we hired an outstanding young organist who thought that only 
classic old traditional hymns were worthy of his playing.  When we used something more contemporary he’d 
deliberately perform it in such a way that it was impossible for people to sing.  You can’t make these stories up.  
You often meet these people at weddings. 

And finally, there is that blessed fourth kind—good musician, good minister.  And I and we are so uncommonly 
fortunate to have lots of them here at St. Pascal’s.  They are the ones who strive to be both competent and 
nurturing, both musical servants and skilled artisans, both true builders of Christian community and beautiful 
executioners of heart-stirring music for all of us to join in.  They are the ones who know that the final goal here 
is prayer, not making themselves impressive, and that an encounter with Christ through their art is more 
important than an encounter with them.   

So what has this to do with Advent and our worship today?  Well, I hope it can give us a key to better 
understanding the gospel of Luke that we just heard proclaimed.  In that story we have a variety of people 
posing the question to John the Baptist, “What shall we do?”  It comes from the crowd, and then more 
specifically from tax collectors and soldiers.  And in response John the Baptist does not necessarily request that 
any of them do something new or different from what they are already doing.  Rather, they are to do it with a 
transformed heart and a changed purpose.  It’s not necessarily an additional task that is required of them, but a 
conversion of relationship.   

To the crowd he does not say, “Go out and buy clothes and food and then give them to the needy.”  Instead he 
simply points out that some of them already have more of this worlds necessities than they require, while others 
have none.  The only transformation that is needed is to become a relatively rich person who is now sensitive to 
other people’s lack, rather than to remain merely a clueless contented rich person.  That’s a call for a softened 
heart, not for a new job.   

And to the tax collectors he does not command them to quit their employment and to go off in search of 
something more honorable for a living.  Instead he invites them simply to perform the work they are already 
doing, but with greater honesty.  And to the soldiers he does not demand their resignation from the army, but 
only that they come around to understanding soldiery as an opportunity for service to the common good rather 
than for personal gain or opportunism.  And by the way, that would have been heard by the crowds as really 
provocative and irritating speech among Jesus’ fellow Jews, for whom tax collectors and soldiers would have 
been regarded as the most despicable of citizens.   

So the answer to the “What should we do?” question that day is to reframe the question instead to, “Who 
should we be as we do what we are already doing?”  The same is true for our own observance of Advent here 
today.  The task is not to take on one more charitable assignment for completion before Christmas Eve arrives.  
It’s something more basic and personal and enduring—long after December.  It’s to change our hearts, rather 
than our circumstances or our activities.  To change the way we are in the midst of all that. 

So.  To return to our evaluation chart of liturgical musicians—just to make it a little more concrete as an 
example.  We could say this: 
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1. The bad musician who is also the bad minister should probably find new work, but that’s only a few of 
us/them. 

2. The bad musician who is a good minister should ask him/herself what are the motives that keep them in 
this kind of work rather than perhaps another one, and be open to altering things.  And of course this 
goes for any kind of church service. 

3. The good musician who is a bad minister should either engage in a process of soul searching and 
conversion, or ply the trade somewhere other than church, because this Advent message is meant 
particularly for you.  Repent or get out.   

4. The good musician who is also a good minister should fall to his knees in gratitude for having discerned 
well what he/she has been invited to do and be by God, and should pray for the grace to be sustained in 
the times of doubt and temporary failure.  

And we should all be responsible for keeping one another aware of the grid, and the challenge of locating 
ourselves honestly someplace within it, and of responding to the call of Advent accordingly. 


